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Abstract—Neighborhood collectives are introduced in MPI-
3.0 standard to provide users with the opportunity to define
their own communication patterns through the process topol-
ogy interface of MPI. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
communication mechanism based on common neighborhoods
that might exist among groups of k processes. Such common
neighborhoods are used to decrease the number of commu-
nication stages through message combining. We show how
designing our desired communication pattern can be modeled
as a maximum weighted matching problem in distributed
hypergraphs, and propose a distributed algorithm to solve
it. Moreover, we consider two design alternatives: topology-
agnostic and topology-aware. The former ignores the physical
topology of the system and the mapping of processes, whereas
the latter takes them into account to further optimize the
communication pattern. Our experimental results show that
we can gain up to 8x and 5.2x improvement for various process
topologies and a SpMM kernel, respectively.

Index Terms—MPI, topology, neighborhood collective

I. Introduction
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [1] is a program-

ming model that is widely used in High Performance
Computing (HPC) to parallelize applications. At its core,
MPI provides various types of communication operations
including point-to-point, collective, and neighborhood col-
lective communications. In particular, neighborhood col-
lectives were introduced to address various shortcomings
of conventional collectives [2]. Unlike the global nature of
conventional collectives, in a neighborhood collective each
process communicates within its local neighborhood that
is defined by the process topology interface of MPI. More
specifically, each process should send/receive a message
to/from each of its outgoing/incoming neighbors.

Well-known MPI libraries such as MPICH [3], MVA-
PICH [4], and Open MPI [5] perform neighborhood
collectives naïvely, using simple nonblocking send/receive
operations to each and every outgoing/incoming neighbor
and without considering the communication pattern in
the process topology graph. In this paper, we propose
an optimized collaborative communication pattern and
schedule to improve the performance of neighborhood
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collectives. With respect to the process topology, we target
the distributed graph topology which provides the highest
flexibility for describing various topologies. The communi-
cation schedule provides a detailed description and order-
ing of the send, receive, and memory copying operations to
implement a given neighborhood collective operation. The
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
improves the performance of neighborhood allgather by
up to 8 times. Moreover, our results for a matrix-matrix
multiplication kernel show that we can achieve more than
100x speedup by replacing conventional collectives with
neighborhood collectives. The contributions of the paper
are as follows:
• We design a collaborative communication pattern

for neighborhood collectives. In this communication
pattern, groups of k processes collaborate with each
other to perform message combining and reduce
the number of message transfers. For this, we pro-
pose a distributed maximum matching algorithm for
weighted k-uniform hypergraphs.

• We propose a topology-agnostic communication pat-
tern as well as an enhanced topology-aware com-
munication pattern. In the topology-aware design,
the physical topology of the system is considered in
deriving the communication pattern.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III explains the pre-
liminary concepts of our design. Section IV and V discuss
the proposed communication pattern and communication
schedule designs. The experimental results are presented
in Section VI and Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
concludes the paper and points to the future directions.

II. Related Work

Ovcharenko et al. [6] introduce a general-purpose pack-
age on top of MPI to improve the performance of
sparse communications in some applications. Hoefler et
al. [7] evaluate the applications that can benefit from
distributed topology interfaces. They also discuss the
optimization challenges that must be addressed by MPI
implementers. Kandalla et al. [8] design non-blocking



neighborhood collective operations by using a network-
offload-based approach, and redesign the BFS algorithm.
Kumar et al. [9] optimize applications with neighborhood
collective operations by leveraging the multisend interface
of the IBM Deep Computing Framework (DCMF) [10].
A number of optimization principles for neighborhood
collectives are discussed by Hoefler and Schneider [11].
They leverage graph coloring to design a communication
schedule that avoids creation of hotspots at the end
nodes. Moreover, they provide an algorithm that balances
communications by offloading them from high-outdegree
processes to those having lower outdegrees. The advantage
of our work compared to this work is that it can be applied
to both balanced and unbalanced topologies.

Traff et al. propose a specification [12] and message com-
bining algorithms [13] for isomorphic, sparse collectives in
which all processes have the same neighborhood structure.
Their work is limited to isomorphic neighborhoods, which
are not yet available in MPI. In contrast, our approach
is designed over distributed graph topology interface that
defines neighborhood topologies in the most generic and
flexible way. Lübbe [14] presents a microbenchmark and
an experimental methodology to assess the performance
of neighborhood collectives. Mirsadeghi et al. [15] propose
a message-combining mechanism for distributed graph
topologies. Although our earlier work achieves good per-
formance improvement over the default approach, it has
some limitations. The first limitation is that it uses a basic
message combining strategy that considers only pairs of
processes at each round. Moreover, it does not consider
the physical topology and/or mapping of processes. In this
work, we address these limitations by designing a commu-
nication pattern in which groups of k processes collaborate
with each other to perform message combining. For this,
we propose a distributed maximum matching algorithm
for weighted k-uniform hypergraphs. Moreover, we further
optimize the communication pattern by considering the
physical topology of the system in our design.

III. Preliminaries
The core idea of our proposed design is that groups of k

processes collaborate with each other to reduce the number
of message transfers among the processes in neighborhood
collectives. This can particularly improve performance for
small messages, which is the main objective of this paper.

A. Common Neighbors and Friend Groups
In order to reduce the number of communications in

neighborhood collectives, we classify the processes into
groups of size k. The processes in each group collaborate
with each other to perform message combining. The
common neighbors of the processes p1, p2, ..., pk are the
set of processes that are an outgoing neighbor of all the
processes p1, p2, ..., pk. The processes p1, p2, ..., pk are
said to be a friend group if they have a certain number
of common neighbors. The minimum number of common
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Fig. 1: An example of process topology graph: processes cn1, cn2,
..., cnm are common neighbors of processes P1, P2, ..., Pk

neighbors that a group of k processes should have to be
considered as a friend group is defined as θ. Figure 1
shows an example of a process topology graph. In this
figure, processes cn1, cn2, ..., cnm are common neighbors
of processes p1, p2, ..., pk. Assuming m > θ, then processes
p1, p2, ..., pk will be a friend group. We should note
that each friend process might also have its own outgoing
neighbors that are not common with other members of
the group. For example, such outgoing neighbors of the
processes p1, p2 and pk are shown in gray, orange and pink,
respectively. The common neighbors of processes p1, p2,
..., pk are shown in green.

B. Number of communications
In the collaborative mechanism, each friend process pi

is responsible for transferring message to m/k of the
common neighbors. To this end, the processes p1, p2, ...,
pk first have to communicate with each other to exchange
their messages. Then, each process pi makes a combined
message for the subset of common outgoing neighbors
that it is responsible for. This way, each process pi has
a maximum of m/k communications with the common
neighbors plus k − 1 communications for exchanging
messages with its friends. Therefore, the total number of
communications for each process pi and a specific k can be
given by (1). If m is not divisible by k, one more common
neighbor is assigned to (m mod k) number of friends.

N = (m/k) + k − 1 (1)

To get any benefit from message combining, the number
of communications in message combining mechanism N
should be less than the number of communication in the
default approach i.e., m. In other words, the number of
common neighbors m should be greater than the number
of friend processes k, as in (2). This shows that θ = k
represents the minimum number of common neighbors
that could potentially lead to performance improvement.

(m/k) + k − 1 < m =⇒ m > k (2)

C. Main Steps of the Design
Our proposed design consists of two main steps. In the

first step, the communication pattern is built based on



TABLE I: The list of parameters

p The process rank
O The set of outgoing neighbors of p
I The set of incoming neighbors of p
Oa The set of active outgoing neighbors of p
Ia The set of active incoming neighbors of p
θ The friendship threshold
k The friendship group size
τ The output communication pattern
T The friendship matrix
A The auxiliary array to make matrix T
d The number of rows in matrix A
s The number of message combining steps
C The neighbor information
F A vector of selected friends at each iteration
CN A vector of common neighbors at each iteration
CNoff The common neighbors that are assigned to a friend of p
CNon The common neighbors that are assigned to p

the given topology graph. For this, we find the common
neighbors between a group of k processes and use a
collaborative mechanism between these processes to build
the communication pattern. In the second step, we use
the derived communication pattern to build an efficient
communication schedule for neighborhood collectives. The
first step of the design depends only on the topology
graph. Therefore, it is built only once for each given
process topology graph and can be used multiple times
for neighborhood collective calls. Moreover, the results
from the first step can be used for different types of
neighborhood collectives. For example, it can be used to
make a communication schedule for both neighborhood
allgather and neighborhood alltoall collectives.

IV. Communication Pattern Design

In this step, we classify the processes into groups of k
friends. Each group performs a collaborative mechanism
to build the communication pattern. For this, we mutually
group the processes based on their common neighbors.

A. The Collaborative Mechanism
Algorithm 1 shows a distributed collaborative mecha-

nism between a group of k friends. Each process in the
topology graph runs this algorithm to make its own part
of communication pattern. For each process such as p,
the pattern designates the following: (1) the set of other
processes with which p should build a friend group at each
communication stage, (2) the set of outgoing neighbors to
which p should send a message at each stage, and whether
the message will be a combined message or not, and (3) the
set of incoming neighbors from which p expects to receive
a message at each stage, and again whether that message
will be a combined message or not. Algorithm 1 shows how
we build such a pattern. Table I shows the parameters that
are used in the algorithm and provides their definition.
The inputs of the algorithm are the set of outgoing and
incoming neighbors specified by O and I, respectively, the
friendship threshold θ and the parameter k. The output
of the algorithm is the communication pattern τ .

Line 1 saves process rank in p. Then, we generate a
friendship matrix T in Line 2. Matrix T provides the
following information: (1) groups of k − 1 processes that
have the same set of outgoing neighbors such as X in
common with p, (2) the set of common outgoing neighbors
X for each group of k− 1 processes. Note that the size of
X is greater than θ (|X| > θ). Figure 2b shows an example
of matrix T . Each column of this matrix corresponds
to an outgoing neighbor of p. Each row of the matrix
corresponds to a group of k friends. The (i, j)th element
in the matrix is 1 if the friend group corresponding to
row i has an outgoing neighbor corresponding to column
j in common. Otherwise, this element is 0. Note that
we have at least θ common neighbors at each row. The
algorithm to generate matrix T is discussed in detail in
Section IV-B. Line 3 initializes Oa and Ia, which denote
the list of active outgoing and incoming neighbors of p,
respectively. Active neighbors correspond to the neighbors
that have not been dealt with yet. We also initialize s to
0. s corresponds to the number of steps in which message
combining is performed in the design. We also initialize
the neighbor information C and common neighbors CN
to null in Line 4. The neighbor information has the
information required for each outgoing neighbor and is a
part of its communication pattern. For example, it shows
if the message is sent directly to an outgoing neighbor or it
is assigned to one of the friend processes. It also shows the
step in which message transfer to each outgoing neighbor is
handled. The neighbor information is sent to each outgoing
neighbor of p to let them know about the messages they
should expect to receive from p in the resulting pattern.

Lines 5 to 26 present the main loop of the algorithm,
where three main tasks are performed: (1) the processes
are classified into groups of k friend processes, (2) the com-
mon neighbors are divided between the friend processes,
and (3) the topology information and the communication
pattern is updated. In Line 6, p finds a group of friend
processes with which it has the most number of common
neighbors. The number of friend processes in each group
is k and they are specified by F = (f1, f2, ..., fk). This
line is explained in more detail in Section IV-C. The
friends in vector F are sorted based on their process rank.
If F is found, we use T to extract the set of common
neighbors between the friend processes in F and save it
in CN (Line 8). In Line 9, we find the index of p in
vector F and save it as m. In Line 10 to 17, the common
neighbors are distributed among the friend processes in
F . This distribution is done based on process ranks. For
this, we divide the common neighbors into k parts (Line
10). Each part is assigned to one of the processes in F
(Line 11 to 17). For example, the first part is assigned to
the process with smallest rank, the second part is assigned
to the process with the second smallest rank and so on.
In Line 18, we update the communication pattern τ using
the vector F at step s. In Line 19, we use τ to extract the
neighbor information C for each outgoing neighbor of p.



Algorithm 1: Distributed message combining mechanism
for a group of k processes

Input : Set of outgoing neighbors O, set of incoming neighbors I,
friendship threshold θ, the size of each group k

Output: The communication pattern τ
1 p = Self-rank;
2 T = Build-friendship-matrix(O,I,θ, k);
3 Oa = O, Ia = I, s = 0;
4 C= {∅}; CN= {∅};
5 while T ̸= ∅ do
6 F= Choose-friendgroup-for-messagecombining(T , k);
7 if F found then
8 CN=Find-common-neighbors(T , F );
9 m=The index of p in the sorted vector F ;

10 Divide elements in CN into k subsets of equal sizes;
11 for i = 1 to k do
12 if i == m then
13 Keep the ith part of CN ;
14 else
15 Assign the ith part of CN to F [i];
16 end
17 end
18 Update-communication-pattern(τ , F , CNon, CNoff , s);
19 Extract-neighbor-info(C, τ);
20 end
21 Notify each neighbor in Oa if it is assigned to p or not;
22 Receive notifications from neighbors in Ia and update it;
23 Oa = Oa − CN ;
24 Update-friendship-matrix(T,Oa, Ia);
25 s = s + 1;
26 end
27 while |Ia| > 0 do
28 Receive notifications from neighbors in Ia and update it;
29 end
30 Send neighbor information C to outgoing neighbors O;
31 τ=Update communication pattern based on neighbor information C

received from Incoming neighbors I;

After distributing the common neighbors among the
friend processes, we notify the active outgoing neighbors
as to whether they are assigned to p or not (Line 21).
Active outgoing neighbors receive this information and
update their active incoming neighbor matrix Ia (Line
22). In Line 23, we remove CN from the set of active
outgoing neighbors Oa. In Line 24, the friendship matrix
T is updated based on the active outgoing and incoming
neighbors (Oa and Ia). If the number of active outgoing
neighbors in a row becomes less than θ, the corresponding
row is removed from T . At the end of the loop (Line 25),
the step number is incremented.

Once a process gets out of the loop in Line 5 to 26 due to
T = ∅, it should still issue receive operations corresponding
to its active incoming neighbors. This is needed because
those neighbors will be sending notifications to this process
until they get out of the loop too. This is done in Line 27 to
29. In Line 30, each process sends the neighbor information
to its outgoing neighbors. The outgoing neighbors add this
information to the second part of their communication
pattern (Line 31). The communication pattern will be
used as the input of the scheduling algorithm which will
be discussed in Section V.

B. Building the Friendship Matrix
Algorithm 2 shows how the friendship matrix, T , is

created. The inputs of the algorithm are the outgoing
and incoming neighbors, O and I, the threshold θ and
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Fig. 2: Matrices used in the distributed message combining mecha-
nism

the number of friends in each group k. The output of the
algorithm is the friendship matrix T . In this algorithm, the
Auxiliary matrix A is used for making matrix T . Matrix A
has the list of friend processes of p and the set of common
neighbors between process p and each one of its friends.
Figure 2a shows an example of matrix A. In matrix A,
each row l corresponds to one friend process of p and
each column j corresponds to one outgoing neighbor of p.
If p and the friend process corresponding to row l both
have the outgoing neighbor corresponding to column j in
common, then A[l][j] is set to 1. Otherwise, it is set to 0.

First, we save process rank in p in Line 1. In Line
2, we initialize matrix A to null. We also initialize the
number of rows, d, of matrix A to zero. In Line 3,
we use the procedure explained in [15] to extract the
common neighborhood matrix M . Each row of M is
associated with one of the outgoing neighbors of p, and it
lists all incoming neighbors of the corresponding outgoing
neighbor. We use the term f for each incoming neighbor
of outgoing neighbors. In Lines 4 to 13, we build matrix A
by processing the elements in M . Line 5 to 7 correspond
to topology-agnostic approach, whereas Line 8 to 12 are
associated with topology-aware approach. In the topology-
agnostic approach, for all the rows and columns in M (Line
4), we call the function Update-A (Line 6). This function
(Line 20) finds the row corresponding to f in A (Line
26) and set the element associated with this row, and the
column j to 1 (Line 27). Note that if there is not such a
row, it adds a new row to A (Line 22) associated with f
and initialize the row to zero (Line 23). We use the same
procedure for topology-aware approach in Line 8 to 12.
The only difference is that we add a row corresponding
to process f only when f is on the same node (Line 9).
Otherwise, we do not consider it as a friend.

After matrix A is created, we use it to make matrix
T . Figure 3 shows an example of generating a row of
matrix T from matrix A. In this example, we assume
k = 4 and the processes f1, f2 and f4 make a group with
process p. For generating this row, we select the rows
associated with the friends f1, f2 and f4 in matrix A. We
call the corresponding vectors v1, v2 and v3, respectively.
Then we perform a bitwise AND (&) operation among
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these vectors to get a resulting vector r, such that r[i] =
j1[i]&j2[i]&j3[i]. If r[i] = 1, then it means that f1, f2, f4
and p all have the ith outgoing neighbor of p in common.
The number of elements equal to 1 in vector r shows the
number of common neighbors between the processes f1,
f2, f4 and p. If this number is greater than θ, we add row
r to matrix T as can be seen in Figure 3. We perform
this procedure for all possible combinations of choosing 3
rows in vector A. Line 14 to 19 of Algorithm 2 shows this
procedure for a group of k processes.

Algorithm 2: Building friendship matrix
Input : Set of outgoing neighbors O, set of incoming neighbors I,

friendship threshold θ, the size of each group k
Output: The friendship matrix T

1 p= Self-rank;
2 A = null, d=0;;
3 M= Generate-common-neighborhood-matrix(O, I);
4 for all f = M [i][j] do
5 if topology-agnostic then
6 Update-A(A, f, j);
7 end
8 if topology-aware then
9 if p and f are on the same node then

10 Update-A(A, f, j);
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 for all combinations of k − 1 rows such as v1, v2, ..., vk−1 in A do
15 r= v1 & v2 &...& vk−1;
16 if |r| > θ then
17 Add row r to matrix T ;
18 end
19 end
20 function Update-A(A, f, j)
21 if no row in A corresponding to f then
22 Add a new row to A associated with f with index d;
23 A[d] = 0;
24 d + +;
25 end
26 l= the row corresponding to f in A;
27 A[l][j] = 1;
28 end function

C. Mutual Grouping of the Processes
In Line 6 of Algorithm 1, a group of k friends is selected

for message combining. Among all groups of k processes
in matrix T , p should select one group with which it has
the highest number of common neighbors. The advantage
of selecting a group with higher number of common
neighbors is that it provides more reduction in the number
of communications. In selecting a group of friends, it is
important to ensure that the selection is consistent among
all the members of the group. For instance, with k = 3,
if p chooses (f1, f2) as its desired group, then we must
make sure that f1 and f2 will also choose (p, f2) and
(p, f1) as their friend groups, respectively. We model this

problem as a distributed maximum weighted matching
problem in hypergraphs. The corresponding hypergraph
is the friendship hypergraph H(P,E), where P is the
set of all processes and {p1, p2, ..., pk} ∈ E if and only
if p1, p2, ..., pk have at least θ neighbors in common. H
is k-uniform because all friend groups are of the same
size k. The weight of each hyperedge denotes the number
of common neighbors of the group of friend processes
that are represented by that hyperedge. Note that the
friendship hypergraph H is a distributed graph that we
extract from the process topology graph. The friendship
matrix T discussed in Section IV-A and IV-B represents
the part of H that is local to each process such as p. In
other words, it has information about all the hyperedges
of H that p is a member of.

Many papers consider maximum matching problem in
hypergraphs [16]–[21]. However, they either do not provide
a distributed algorithm [16]–[20] or they use assumptions
that make their solution not applicable to our case in this
paper [21]. For example, in [21], the authors assume that
the distributed system has a process for each hyperedge.
In mutual grouping problem, this means that each process
should be responsible for one hyperedge of friendship
hypergraph. This is problematic since the number of
hyperedges of the friendship hypergraph can be more than
the number of processes. Therefore, the proposed approach
[21] is not applicable to our work. The research in [22]–[25]
propose algorithms for the distributed weighted matching
in ordinary graphs. Based on an evaluation study in [26],
Hoepman’s algorithm [23] performs better than others.
In this section, we propose an algorithm that extends
Hoepman’s algorithm to support hypergraphs.

Algorithm 3 provides a detailed description of the
proposed algorithm. The input of this algorithm is the
friendship matrix T and the parameter k. The output of
the algorithm is a group of friends for message combining.
This algorithm works based on the information in two
main sets: B and R. These sets are updated in each
iteration of the algorithm according to the messages
received from other processes. These messages can be
either a request or drop message. A request from process
x to process y means that process x wants to make a
friend group with process y. A drop message means that
process x will not make a friend group with process y.
The set B maintains the hyperedges or friend groups1

that can potentially be the chosen hyperedges in the
maximum weighted matching. It also contains the weight
of each hyperedge which is actually the number of common
neighbors for each friend group. At initialization, this set
contains all possible hyperedges in matrix T and their
associated weights in Line 2. The set R contains all
processes from which a request has been received, and
their selected hyperedges. For example, the element {u, V }

1In the rest of the paper, we use the terms hyperedge and friend
group interchangeably.



in set R of process p shows that process u requests process
p to make a friend group or hyperedge with the processes
listed in vector V . This set is initialized to null in Line 3
of the algorithm. Among all hyperedges in vector B, we
choose a hyperedge with maximum weight and save the
processes of this hyperedge in vector G (Line 4). Then,
in Line 5 to 7, we send a request including vector G to
all processes in G. This way, each process informs the
processes with whom it wants to be friend and lets them
know about its selected group of friends.

Algorithm 3: Distributed and mutual grouping of processes
Input : Neighborhood matrix T , the number of friend processes in

each group k
Output: A group of friends for message combining

1 p= Self-rank;
2 B= extract-hyperedges-and their-weight(T );
3 R= ∅;
4 G = find-hyperedge-with-maximum-weight(B);
5 for i = 0 to k do
6 send a request including G to process G[i];
7 end
8 while TRUE do
9 Receive m from u;

10 if m=request that contains friend group V then
11 R = R ∪ {u, V };
12 end
13 if m=drop message then
14 for all Z ∈ B do
15 if u ∈ Z then
16 B = B − {Z};
17 end
18 end
19 if {u ∈ G} then
20 if B = NULL then
21 Return null;
22 end
23 G = find-the-hyperedge-with-maximum-weight(B);
24 for i = 0 to k do
25 send a request including G to process G[i];
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 c = 0;
30 for i = 0 to k do
31 if {{G[i], G} ∈ R} then
32 c + +;
33 end
34 end
35 if c == k − 1 then
36 for all w ∈ B − {G} do
37 Send drop message to w;
38 end
39 Return G;
40 end
41 end

Line 8 to 41 is the main loop of the algorithm. In
each iteration of this loop, two main tasks are performed
iteratively: (1) Process p receives a drop or request message
from a process and updates R and B accordingly, and (2)
Based on the received request and the information in R
and B, process p sends a drop or request message to other
processes. This trend continues until a group of friend
processes is mutually selected by all processes in a group
or until there is no friend group left in the set B. In Line
9, process p receives message m from process u. If m is a
request message, then we add process u and its selected
group of friends V to set R (Line 10 to 12). Otherwise, if it
is a drop message, we remove from B all groups of friends

who have process u as one of their members (Line 14 to
18). If p chooses u as one of its friends (Line 19) but it
receives a drop message from u (Line 13), it has to choose
a new group of friends from B. In Line 20 to 21, we check
if any friend group is left in B. If no friend group is left,
we return null and exit the loop (Line 21). Otherwise, we
choose a new group of friends (Line 23) and send them a
request message (Line 24 to 27). In Line 30 to 34, we check
the set R to see if the processes that are chosen by process
p have also selected p with the same group of friends G. In
other words, we count the number of processes in G who
meet this condition. If the number of such processes was
k − 1 (Line 35), it means that the friend group selection
is mutual between all the processes in G. Therefore, we
send a drop message to all the remaining processes in B
(Line 36 to 38) and return G as our chosen friend group
for message combining (Line 39).

D. Complexities
The complexity of Algorithm 2 can be given by O(∆2+

F k), where ∆ denotes the maximum number of neighbors
per process (degree of the process topology graph) and F is
the maximum number of friends per process. In topology-
aware approach, the worst-case complexity is O(ρk), where
ρ is the number of processes per node. On the other hand,
the worst-case complexity of topology-agnostic approach
is O(nk), where n is the number of processes.

The complexity of Algorithm 3 can be given by O(rα),
where r is the number of iterations and α is the number of
friend groups. In worst case, the number of iterations, r, is
equal to kα. For a complete friendship graph, we have α =(
ρ
k

)
and α =

(
n
k

)
for topology-aware and topology-agnostic

approaches, respectively. So, the worst-case complexity of
Algorithm 3 is given by O(ρ2k) and O(n2k) for topology-
aware and topology-agnostic approaches, respectively.

The complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(F k + trα), where
t denotes the number of iterations of the algorithm. In
worst case, the number of iterations, t, is equal to the
number of friend groups α. Assuming a fully connected
friendship graph, the worst case complexity of Algorithm
1 is given by O(ρ3k) and O(n3k) for topology-aware and
topology-agnostic approaches, respectively.

Note that these are worst-case complexities which as-
sume complete process topology and friendship graphs.
In practical use cases of neighborhood collectives, these
graphs are expected to have a lower degree than that of
a complete graph.

V. The Proposed Communication Schedule Design
In Section IV, we discussed how to use the under-

lying process topology graph to design an optimized
communication pattern. This section uses the derived
communication pattern to build a communication schedule
for the neighborhood allgather operation. In contrast to
communication pattern that is built only once for each
topology graph, communication schedule should be built



each time a neighborhood collective is called. Algorithm
4 provides a detailed description of the proposed com-
munication schedule design. The inputs of this algorithm
are the communication pattern τ which is derived from
Algorithm 1 and all the inputs required for a neighbor-
hood collective operation such as send/receive buffers,
send/receive message sizes, send/receive data types and
MPI communicator. The output of the algorithm is the
communication schedule ω for neighborhood allgather.

Algorithm 4: Communication Schedule Design
Input : Communication pattern τ , send/recv buffers, send/recv

sizes, send/recv data types, MPI communicator
Output: Communication schedule ω

1 p= Self-rank;
2 for each step s in τ do
3 if have a group friend at step s for message combining then
4 for each friend f in G associated with step s do
5 ω ← send its own message to f ;
6 ω ← receive process f ’s message from him;
7 end
8 ω ← call MPI wait;
9 ω ← generate the combined message;

10 for each outgoing neighbor no do
11 if no is assigned to p at step s then
12 ω ← send the combined message to no;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 for each incoming neighbor ni tagged with s do
17 ω ← receive the combined message from ni;
18 end
19 ω ← call MPI wait;
20 for each incoming neighbor ni tagged with s do
21 ω ← move combined received message to final buffers;
22 end
23 ω ← call MPI wait;
24 end
25 for each remaining outgoing neighbor no do
26 ω ← send direct message to no;
27 end
28 for each remaining incoming neighbor ni do
29 ω ← receive the message from ni;
30 end
31 ω ← call MPI wait;
32 for each remaining incoming neighbor ni do
33 ω ← move the received message to final buffers;
34 end

The communication pattern τ consists of multiple steps.
Each step corresponds to one iteration in the main loop
of Algorithm 1 and has the following information: (1) The
group of friend processes for process p at step s, if any,
and (2) The common neighbors associated with the friend
processes in the group. This information is used in the
main loop of Algorithm 4 (Line 2 to 24) to make the
communication schedule. This loop performs two tasks
iteratively: (1) The friend processes communicate with
each other to exchange their messages (Line 3 to 7), and
(2) Each friend process generates the combined message
and sends it to the common neighbors associated with it
(Line 8 to 19). After the main loop is done, there might be
some ongoing neighbors that do not belong to any group.
So, we need to communicate with them directly in a naive
way (Line 25 to 34). More specifically, at each step s of
the communication pattern τ , process p checks if it has
a friend group for message combining (Line 3). If yes, it
communicates with them (Line 4 to 7). In other words, it

sends its own message to its friend processes and receives
the messages from its friends. Then, we add a hint to ω
in Line 8 to make sure that all the processes are done
with communicating with their friends. Next, process p
generates the combined message which consists of its own
message plus the messages of all of its friends (Line 9). In
Line 10 to 14, process p sends the combined message to
the common neighbors that are assigned to it at step s.

VI. Micro-benchmark Results and Analysis
This section evaluates the performance of our proposed

design on different neighborhood topologies: Moore neigh-
borhood and Random Sparse Graph. The evaluation is
done on a microbenchmark that measures the latency
of neighborhood allgather using collaborative communi-
cation mechanism and compares it with the MVAPICH
default design. The MPI implementation is MVAPICH2-
2.2. We use the same microbenchmark used in [15]. This
mircobenchmark builds the process topology graph, calls
the function MPI_Ineighbor_allgather 1000 times, and
then reports its average latency.

A. Moore Neighborhoods
The first topology graph that we use to evaluate the

efficiency of our design is Moore neighborhood. Two
parameters define Moore neighborhood: dimension (d) and
radius (r). The parameter d shows the number of grid
dimensions for organizing the nodes or MPI processes.
The parameter r shows the absolute value of the maximum
distance at which other nodes are considered a neighbor
of a given node. For a Moore neighborhood process
topology graph with specific d and r, the number of
neighbors of each node is (2r+1)d − 1. The advantage of
Moore neighborhoods is that they provide regular type of
(balanced) topologies. Moreover, they can be considered
as a generalization of stencil patterns such as 2D 9-point
or 3D 27-point. Moore neighborhoods have also been used
by Mirsadeghi et al. [15], Träff et al. [12], [13] and Lübbe
[14]. For the Moore neighborhood experiments, we use
the Niagara cluster at the SciNet HPC Consortium of
Compute Canada. Niagara consists of 1,500 nodes, for a
total of 60,000 cores. Each node has 40 Intel Skylake cores
operating at 2.4GHz, and a 202 GB of memory. It uses
Mellanox EDR InfiniBand for the interconnect.

1) Number of Hyperedges: In this section, we discuss
the number of hyperedges that are generated for each
process with different values of d and r in Moore neigh-
borhood. Figure 4 shows the results for different values
of k in topology-agnostic and topology-aware designs.
In these figures, the number of hyperedges are averaged
across all processes. Note that the hypergraph is built only
based on the topology graph and it is independent of the
neighborhood operation and the size of the messages. One
observation from these figures is that the number of hy-
peredges increases with the density of the topology graph.
For example, for d=2, the number of hyperedges increases
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Fig. 4: Number of hyperedges for Moore neighborhood for 4K
processes. Missing bars represent a zero value.

with increasing the neighborhood radius. Moreover, for the
same radius (r = 1), the number of hyperedges increases
with increasing the dimensions. The reason for this is
that as we increase the density of the topology graph,
the number of common neighbors between the processes
increases. This makes the processes to have more friend
groups which increases the number of hyperedges.

Another observation from Figure 4 is that increasing k
up to a certain point increases the number of hyperedges.
However, increasing it further reduces the number of
hyperedges. For example, for d = 2, r = 3 increasing k
from 2 to 4 increases the number of hyperedges. However,
increasing it further to k = 8 and k = 16 results in a few
hyperedges. This is because as we increase k, we can have
more combinations of the friend processes in each friend
group which results in more hyperedges. More specifically,
increasing k increases the number of iterations in Line 14
of Algorithm 2 which results in more rows in matrix T . On
the other hand, the probability of having sufficient number
of common neighbors between processes in a friend group
of size k decreases as we increase k. Therefore, it would
be less probable to meet the condition in Line 16 and
consequently, the number of rows in matrix T reduces.

2) Performance Improvement: Figure 5 shows the per-
formance improvement of MPI_Ineighbor_allgather with
4-byte message size compared to the default MVAPICH for
Moore Neighborhood in topology-agnostic and topology-
aware designs, respectively. These figures show that we can
obtain up to around 4x performance improvement in both
topology-aware and topology-agnostic designs. The perfor-
mance speedup increases with the density of the topology
graph. That is because of the large number of neighbors
in denser graphs which provide more opportunity for
performance improvement. In the cases that the processes
have a small number of common neighbors (such as d = 2 ,
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Fig. 5: Neighbor allgather speedup for Moore neighborhood with 4K
processes and 4-byte message size

r = 1), we observe a slight performance degradation. The
reason for this is that the message combining approach
requires some time for the communication between friend
processes. This is not compensated in topology graphs
that have a small number of common neighbors. Note that
the results in this figure is in concert with the results in
Figure 4. As the number of hyperedges increases, more
performance improvement is obtained. This is because
with a large number of hyperedges, we have more options
to select friend groups with maximum number of common
neighbors which leads to more speedup. Comparing Figure
5a and 5b, we can observe that in many cases, the
performance improvement of the topology-aware approach
is close to the performance improvement in the topology-
agnostic approach and in some cases (such as k = 2 when
d=4, r=1), it is even better. This shows the efficiency of
the topology-aware approach that provides comparable
performance improvement despite the fact that it has
significantly less number of hyperedges compared to the
topology agnostic approach (Figure 4). This performance
gain is because of the fact that the friends are chosen
among intra-node processes which reduces the communi-
cation time between the processes in a friend group.

Figure 6 shows the speedup for d = 2, r = 4 with
different message sizes. This figure shows that the speedup
reduces with increasing the size of the message and it
reaches around 1 for message sizes greater than 1 KB.
Another observation from Figure 6 is that the performance
improvement for k = 8 and k = 16 is around 1. As can be
seen in Figure 4, when k = 8 and k = 16, the number of
hyperedges for d = 2 and r = 4 is 0. So there is no friend
groups for message combining in these cases which leads
to no speedup.

3) Overhead Analysis: Figure 7 shows the overhead of
making the communication pattern in Algorithm 1. This
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Fig. 6: Neighbor allgather speedup for Moore neighborhood with
d = 2, r = 4, different message sizes and 4K processes
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Fig. 7: The overhead of Algorithm 1 for Moore neighborhood with
4K processes

overhead is encountered only once for a given topology
and it is independent of the neighborhood operation and
the message size. Comparing these figures with Figure
4, we can observe that the overhead of making the
communication pattern has a direct relationship with the
number of hyperedges. This makes sense since it takes
more time to find the best friend group among a larger
number of hyperedges. Figure 7b shows that in almost all
cases, the overhead of making the communication pattern
in topology-aware approach is less than 1s. This shows
the efficiency of the topology-aware approach compared
to the topology-agnostic approach (Figure 7a).

B. Random Sparse Graph

The second topology graph that we use to evaluate
the efficiency of our design is Erdös-Renyi random sparse
graph G(V,E). In this graph, V corresponds to the set of
MPI processes, and an edge (i, j) ∈ E shows an outgoing
neighbor from process i to process j. In random sparse
graph, the outgoing neighbors for each process are created
randomly. The number of outgoing neighbors depends on
the density factor δ (0 < δ < 1). A higher δ means a
denser graph. The same graph has also been used in other
neighborhood collective works such as Hoefler and Schnei-
der [11] and Mirsadeghi et al. [15]. We show the results
with different values of δ to evaluate the collaborative
communication mechanism with neighborhood topologies
of different shapes and sizes. For the experiments in this
section, we use the Graham cluster at SHARCNET in
Compute Canada. Graham has 924 nodes, each having
32 Intel E5-2683 V4 CPU cores, running at 2.1 GHz. We
use 1G memory per core in our experiments. The network
interconnect is EDR InfiniBand.

Section VI-A shows that in the Moore neighborhood,
the topology-aware approach provides a better or equal
speedup as the topology-agnostic approach and at the
same time, it has lower overhead and memory consump-
tion (number of hyperedges). Random sparse graph has
denser communications compared to Moore neighborhood.
Therefore, in this topology graph, the efficiency gap
between the topology-aware and topology-agnostic ap-
proaches is even more. More specifically, the overhead and
memory consumption of the topology-agnostic approach
make it non-feasible for dense topology graphs such as
random sparse graph. So, in this section, we show the
results just for the topology-aware approach. Note that
the dense communication of random sparse graph makes
this topology more sensitive to the parameter k. Therefore,
in this section, we conduct the experiments with the more
fine-grain k values. This way we could measure the impact
of small variations of k on the performance. Moreover,
the performance gain reaches a steady state for k ≥ 6.
Therefore, we show the results up to k = 6.

1) Number of Hyperedges: Figure 8a shows the number
of hyperedges in random sparse graph for different k and
δ. As can be seen in this figure, the number of hyperedges
increases with increasing δ. This is because increasing
the edge density increases the number of neighbors which
provides the opportunity for the processes to make more
friend groups. Another observation from this figure is
that for δ = 0.05, k ≥ 3 results in no hyperedges. That
is because of the small number of communications in
δ = 0.05 that results in no or a few common neighbors
between groups of size greater than 3. The same thing
happens for k ≥ 6 when δ = 0.2. For large edge densities
(δ ≥ 0.4), increasing k increases the number of hyperedges.
That is because in dense topology graphs, the number of
common neighbors is large enough to make friend groups
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Fig. 8: Random sparse graph with topology-aware design, 4-byte
message size and 1K processes. Missing bars represent a zero value.

of a large size (k = 6). Moreover, as we increase k, we can
have more combinations of the friend processes in each
friend group which results in more hyperedges.

2) Performance Improvement: Figure 8b shows the
neighborhood allgather speedup for 4-byte message size
with different k and δ. This figure shows that the k
value which provides the highest speedup increases with
increasing the edge density. For example, for δ = 0.05 and
δ = 0.2, k = 2 provides the highest speedup. For δ = 0.4,
k = 3 has the highest speedup and for δ = 0.6 and δ = 0.8,
the speedup gained by k = 4 is the highest. To understand
the reason behind this, we should consider the negative
and positive impact of increasing k on the performance.
The advantage of increasing k is that it provides the
opportunity to perform message combining between larger
group of friend processes. However, it reduces the num-
ber of common neighbors in the hyperedges. Therefore,
increasing k is not beneficial unless the topology graph
is dense enough to have sufficient number of common
neighbors for large k. For example, when δ = 0.2,
we observe 2.6x performance improvement with k = 2.
When we increase k to 3 and 4, the number of common
neighbors reduces. With a few common neighbors, the
overhead of communication between k friend processes
is not compensated and the speedup drops. For k = 6,
there is no hyperedge (Figure 8a) and we do not have any
speedup. When we increase the edge density to δ = 0.4,
a group of k = 3 friend processes have sufficient common
neighbors to gain speedup of 2.2x. However, for groups of
size k ≥ 4, the number of common neighbors reduces and
the speedup drops. Figure 9 shows the neighbor allgather
speedup for different message sizes and two different edge
densities. This figure shows that the speedup reduces with
increasing the message size and it reaches around 1 for
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Fig. 9: Neighbor allgather speedup for Random Sparse Graph with
topology-aware design for different message sizes and 1K processes
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Fig. 10: The overhead of Algorithm 1 for random sparse graph with
topology-aware design for 1K processes

message sizes greater than 1 KB. This is because of the
bandwidth effect of the larger message sizes.

3) Overhead Analysis: Figure 10 shows the overhead of
making the communication pattern for different k and δ.
This overhead happens only once for each topology graph.
The results in this figure is in concert with the results in
Figure 8a. As discussed in Section VI-A3, the overhead
increases with increasing the number of hyperedges. This
is because it takes more time to make the communication
pattern among a larger number of friend groups. Figure 8b
and 10 show that the k values that provide more speedup
has considerably less overhead compared to larger k values
with less speedup. Therefore, by choosing k appropriately
we can gain the maximum speedup with less overhead.

VII. Application Results and Analysis
In this section, we use a sparse matrix-matrix multipli-

cation (SpMM) kernel to show the benefits and practicality
of neighborhood collectives and our proposed design to
optimize them. SpMM is an important kernel used in
computational linear algebra and big data analytics [27].
The performance bottleneck of SpMM is the cost of com-
munications that are performed in each iteration to gather
specific rows/columns of the matrices that are distributed
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Fig. 11: An example of building the process topology graph for the
SpMM kernel based on the non-zero elements of the input matrix A

among all processes. We show how MPI neighborhood col-
lectives can help to reduce the cost of such communications
in SpMM. We also show how our proposed collaborative
communication mechanism for neighborhood collectives
can further improve the performance of SpMM.

The SpMM problem can be defined as Aml × Bln =
Cmn, where A is a sparse matrix of size m × l which
should be multiplied by matrix B of size l× n to get the
result matrix C of size m×n. For parallelization, we use a
row-wise block-striped decomposition [28] of A and B to
evenly distribute the rows of A and B among all processes.
The kernel will then consist of l iterations with a call to
MPI_Allgather in each iteration. With p processes, each
process will compute m

p rows of the result matrix C.
The MPI_Allgather used in each iteration of SpMM

is used to gather a column of B at all processes. How-
ever, we can take advantage of the sparsity of A to
replace the costly global MPI_Allgather operation with
MPI_Neighbor_allgather. This is because every process
needs to gather only those elements of each column
of B that have a corresponding non-zero value in the
rows of A that are assigned to that process. Thus,
we can use A to define a process topology over which
the MPI_Neighbor_allgather is called in each iteration.
Figure 11 provides an example of how this is done for
a sparse matrix A of size 4 × 4. The 0 and 1 elements
of the matrix are represented by white and black squares,
respectively. As shown in the figure, the rows and columns
of matrix A are evenly distributed among all processes.
For the sake of clarity, in this example we use a number of
processes that is equal to the number of rows and columns
of A. Hence, process Pj (Pi) will be an incoming (outgoing)
neighbor of process Pi (Pj) in the process topology graph
if and only if Aij = 1.

For performance evaluation, we use four matrices from
the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection (formerly the University
of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection) [29], namely ‘ash292’,
‘human_gene2’, ‘journals’ and ‘dwt_193’. We choose these
matrices to evaluate the impact of the proposed neighbor-
hood collective optimization on matrices with different
densities and dimensions. In each case, we use the same
matrix to provide the input matrices for SpMM. In
other words, we multiply each given matrix by itself. All
experiments are run on the Graham cluster as described
in Section VI-B.

Figure 12 shows the speedup for SpMM when we use
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Fig. 13: The speedup of SpMM for various input matrices with
optimized topology-aware neighborhood collectives over the default
neighborhood collectives

neighborhood collectives instead of ordinary collectives. As
shown by the figure, using neighborhood collectives speeds
up SpMM for all input matrices. In particular, we can see
more than 100x speedup for ‘human_gene2’. Moreover, we
see higher speedup for ‘ash292’ and ‘human_gene2’ com-
pared to ‘journals’ and ‘dwt_193’. This is because ‘ash292’
and ‘human_gene2’ are more sparse than ‘journals’ and
‘dwt_193’, which provides more opportunity to decrease
communication costs through neighborhood collectives.
Higher sparsity of the input matrix results in fewer process
communications in the neighborhood collective.

Figure 13 shows how our proposed design further
improves the performance of SpMM. The figure shows the
achieved speedup over the default neighborhood collective
used in MVAPICH. We can see that in almost all cases, we
have been able to achieve further speedup by using our
proposed design for neighborhood collectives. In partic-
ular, we can achieve up to 5.2x speedup for ”journals”.
The only exception is ‘human_gene2’ which has the
speedup of around 1. This is because the sparsity of this
matrix is so high that its corresponding process topology
graph does not provide enough common neighbors to take
advantage of. However, denser matrices such as ‘journals’
and ‘dwt_193’ have high speedups.

VIII. Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a collaborative communication mechanism

between groups of k processes to improve the performance
of MPI neighborhood collectives. We show that part of
the problem falls within the scope of maximum matching
in weighted hypergraphs, where we seek to find a mutual
grouping of the processes that have neighbors in common.
For this, we propose a distributed algorithm to find the
maximum matching in a weighted hypergraph. We propose
two different types of the our design: topology-agnostic



and topology-aware. The topology-agnostic approach as-
sumes a flat physical topology for the system, whereas the
topology-aware approach considers the physical topology
of the system. Our evaluation results showed that in most
cases the performance gain of the topology-aware approach
is equal or better than the topology-agnostic approach and
at the same time, it has a considerably lower overhead and
memory consumption. We show that we can achieve up to
8x and 5.2x speedup for different process topologies and a
sparse matrix-matrix multiplication kernel, respectively.
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